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there has never been a master like osho
who has been so compassionate
to accept each and everyone of us 

just the way we are
no conditions
no demands
no restrictions
total freedom

each one of us here has felt and tasted
this great gift of sannyas of our beloved master
it has touched each one of us so deeply

that whenever anybody takes sannyas 
it reminds us of those peak moments of ecstasy
there is no deeper moment than sannyas for the seeker
sannyas is a journey beyond this body
when we will leave the body
we will carry this inner journey with us

things will come and go
life will come and go
but this eternity of sannyas
this gift of our beloved master osho
will remain with us as the greatest treasure
and remembrance of our 

Sannyasosho

eternity he gives us this gift of sannyas in utter freedom
with a single message 
                 is the ultimate

if the ultimate value is freedom
then begin the journey with freedom
be free yourself
give freedom to others to be themselves

utter freedom
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deeply connected

friends
celebration is the celebration for all
your finding is a finding for all
and your love spreads in this whole universe
this is osho’s mystery school
and it is more real than what you see in the outer world

you can go alone
but when you have millions of people celebrating with you
why go alone ?
this celebration is a vast celebration
a celebration of your eternity
everything will disappear but this celebration will remain

each person on the inner journey is so 
your journey is not alone
it is everybody’s journey
it is everybody’s search
and you can feel compassion and love 
for all those who are searching
we are one
we need to remind ourselves again and again
that on the outside we may be separate
but on the inner journey we are all one

the outer world will come and go
but consciousness of love will remain
it will becoming vaster…deeper
gathering more and more friends along the way
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this freedom has a priceremember
your inner buddha

            so while we are all gathered here tonight in celebration of sannyas
        let us remember our master and the freedom he has given to us
   this freedom carries a great responsibility

and that price is your own commitment to your inner consciousness
to your inner buddha…to live consciously
          gratefully…in deep celebration 
                        and enjoy the very beauty of life

you are free but
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Beloved

beings of light
              and for all those who have already received sannyas
         is a deep remembrance of that beautiful day
    when they received their sannyas

 friends 
                 each day is a celebration
             and especially today

   we celebrate to welcome
beautiful beings of light

             it is such a joy to receive sannyas
         the greatest gift one can receive
    it is the gift of our beloved master osho
his  silent presence sees all

        he is watching your dance and your celebration
 he welcomes each sannyasin with open arms

with total acceptance
he is silently watching right now

and the doors are open

      i am blessed 
   that i can be a vehicle of his love

i welcome all the beautiful new sannyasins today
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your journey
today is the day of sannyas
so many beautiful people…
all rare seekers on this vast planet 
each person is infinitely valuable to bhagwans message
and his message is celebration and love
your journey is spreading his message of joy…
acceptance…sharing…compassion
each person has to carry this flame

into sannyas is your own inner journey
you have decided 
and it is your decision that counts
not what has been given to you 
but that you have chosen to be on the path

we need to contribute our one drop into this ocean
we need to share our abundance of joy
it is up to us
it is up to each one of us

the path
he has given you the path
he has shown you the way
now you need to live it
it is up to you
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a living flame 
Sannyas

 is the greatest moment for each and every individual
because an individual can create fire

osho was one
just one flame of love

each sannyasin is a flame of his masters love
one is not a small number
it is vast
because you are the universe
each person contains the truth…the whole truth

each person is a living flame
each person who commits himself to the inner journey
it is not an ordinary person…it is not an ordinary occasion 
when a human being decides that this is the door to paradise 
and i am going to move upward
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a big celebration

sannyas
from where is all this descending ?
you have become one with the buddhafield
and whenever there is sannyas celebration
the master watches
he is always watching 
and welcoming new people coming towards him

          happens
      without any effort
your heart explodes

        he has nothing else to do but witness your sannyas
     and he celebrates you
a big celebration
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what does it mean 
to take sannyas ?

disappearig

back home
sannyas is a deep inner trust with existence
you have made a conscious decision
that now i will connect to the whole
i will not isolate myself from the whole

this is my home
and my sannyas is going to take me back home

that mala is a remembrance of yourself
and a great gift
given to us by our master…
an enlightened compassionate buddha…
who has accepted each individual perfectly the way they are

dropping this mind…
all this knowledge…
all this weight…

disappearing into the mystery of life
your whole inner being in deep gratitude
towards this whole existence
opening your eyes
letting go

no more struggle to become
just accepting yourself
perfectly the way you are
learning to love yourself
trusting your inner voice
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be totally one
and this energy of love will spread throughout the world
to each and every sannyasin wherever they may be

totally

osho

in the inner journey we are one
all connected so deeply
this sannyas today will be felt by all those around the world 
who remember their master…his compassion…his love
he has made sannyas available to each and every seeker
with no conditions
a total acceptance of you…just the way you are

never created any conditions
and that is his vastness
his total trust in you

he trusts you totally
your inner being…your thirst…his love

dance
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like a magnet

this is your inner responsibility
not only to yourself 
but to all your friends and fellow travellers

remember
there is enough misery in the world
just dance and dance and slowly people will watch
why these people are dancing…are they mad ?
certainly we are mad !

there are so many beautiful people who are thirsty
and have not heard his message of love
we can share it
this much is in our hands to share and celebrate
and when the world will see you dancing and celebrating
it will pull them slowly slowly towards your celebration

express your madness
express your totality in dance
and slowly slowly people will come towards you
no need for any words
just a totality…in dance

you will create a vibrational buddhafield of celebration
and everybody is thirsty…waiting to drink
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your whole life becomes a let go
a total acceptance
sannyas is a total acceptance
and a deep inner remembrance
of our beloved master osho

it is such a
to be in a gathering
where people are taking sannyas
there is nothing comparable to sannyas

blessing love affair
such a treasure
that once you get drunk with it
it takes your whole journey into a new way
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aliveness

Sannyasosho

dance
it is like this river

just dancing and the rhythm of dance
it’s very aliveness

it will reach the ocean

if you stop dancing
   everything becomes stagnating

and the river stops flowing

      just in remembrance
  we dance along the way

    just dancing along the way
and dancing and dancing

   sannyas is the ultimate dance
the greatest blessing
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we have new beautiful travellers of light
i do not call them people…
they are presences of stars…light waves…
dancing…rejoicing…to touch the sky

and you will be surprised by the magic of sharing
each sannyasin has to share his love
in whatsoever form and way
and that is bhagwans message
share totally 
live totally 
celebrate

touch the sky
magic

of sharing
whatsoever way you can 
share it
share your light
share your love

share your celebration
share it…just share it
for no reason at all
and it will keep growing deeper and vaster

these new beings of light
we call them sannyasins
seeking the truth…their light within
and sharing it with whosoever they meet
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celebrate
awaken

miracle

you may not understand it today
but the day you will awaken
you will see none other than your master
showering you with his love
and that moment of sannyas 
will be the moment when the sky opened
and the whole universe was set free for you

the time will come when you will understand
that this is a conscious journey of your own choosing
choose wisely
live totally
celebrate whatsoever you have
and life will grow in abundance within you

this is bhagwan’s message
celebration…
meditation and celebration
and a deep gratitude and surrender
such a beautiful evening again
these magical moments come again and again to us
it is such a 
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the moment you take sannyas 
it triggers the  sky
the sky opens
and all those beautiful millions of seekers 
who have gone on the path 
are witnessing this event
they have the same dream
they have the same openness
the same deep inner 

just holding your mala
you feel those thousands of people 
who have received their sannyas with such joy
you are one with them

sannyas
intensity

the moment you receive your sannyas
you are connecting to a huge vast universe
you will understand once you receive it
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i took my sannyas
i can remember 
that from that day onwards

life became such a joy
because i connected to my inner being
i surrendered to the master of ultimate compassion 

the day

youneed to fulfil one single step
that is to learn to live your life totally

to celebrate your life
to see all your beauty
see all that is beautiful in you
and let it spread and spread and spread
just a simple message of celebration
and you will find the ocean

he is always watching 
always taking care
remember…your sannyas is his promise 

celebrate
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       we are
 to welcome few new beings of light

into the miracle of sannyas
         and the sannyas that osho has offered is

total openness
a vast new sky

this sky has never been available before
and so many beautiful people traveling together

in deep remembrance of our inner connectedness
to our beloved master osho

the ultimate miracle
blessed
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osho !!!

the sky is open
the window is open

and the master is watching
he is watching you this very moment

when you are all dancing
you are inviting your master

into this beautiful occasion of sannyas

thank you beloved master osho

deep within you is celebration
and if you can live celebrating in a graceful way
you will be expressing gratitude towards existence
for recognizing life itself

when you dance you are

filledwith life
you have such abundance of life in you
that it moves you higher and higher and higher
and the higher you go
infinite sources of energy pour into you 
and you can dance continuously
and dance continuously
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there is no other way but a deep surrender into love
that deep dive into love is the way
dissolve into love 
and you have it
just watch

youwill reach
this day will be remembered

in deep gratitude to osho 
we celebrate sannyas tonight

each sannyasin is a treasure
each sannyasin is a dream
we wish that they fulfil that inner dream
it is the dream of our beloved master love

deepsurrender
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he master is not the body
he is simply a presence
a silent watcher
and in moments of sannyas

the master watches silently
he is always watching

love
blessed

master

we are so 
we are so blessed to have received sannyas 
from our beloved master osho
this sannyas connects each individual
each sannyasin in so many ways
because we are all in the womb of our master

he is watching and welcoming 
all those beautiful new people 

into his womb…into his 

         if you know how to listen deeply
    you will hear him speaking to you
and showering his blessing on you

it has been my experience and it is my experience
that when you are ready and the sky opens
you will see your master waiting for you
all buddhas are waiting for your arrival
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immensity
this is the only meaning to your life

the ability to consciously create your life
so that each moment you find some reason to celebrate what you have

and whatsoever you have is so immense
that immensity is called life

we keep missing this treasure called livingness
the moment you dance
you feel that totality within you
no matter who you are…where you are
this is a universal language of celebration

and this is why i have chosen this particular inner path of expression in dance
there are many ways to express gratitude…celebration…the very ecstasy of life…
but as far as i am concerned…
dance expresses them all
it rejuvenates you…pulsates you…and peaks you
and what showers is divine bliss and gratitude
a deep surrender happens within you
and you let go 
and you are filled with bliss

exactly this is the way of sannyas
in deep gratitude accepting his gift of love
drowning into it
it will set you free

divine bliss
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fallfall in love 
and drown into sannyas

you have decided to give up the struggle
to drop this fight
to surrender to this beautiful existence
and another name for it is sannyas

Come            come come
      this is your dance 
it is your celebration of sannyas

drown
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humanity isone

Oneness

people may be unconscious in their conditioning
but everyone has the right and freedom to claim their inner search for truth
all religiousness is one
this humanity is one
we need to understand this beauty of all those who search

we should not be egoistic…that this is my religion
it is a religiousness
it can beat in every heart…every being

i do not wish to say that only osho sannyas is the ultimate
it is !
but it is only ultimate if you can bridge with everybody
if you can create that bridge within your heart
then your sannyas is growing deeper
we do not isolate ourselves from humanity
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his sannyas is a blessing to this world
because the world has not experienced this unconditional love 
and unless you bring this love to the world…in your day to day life…
unless you bring sannyas as a quality of living to your day to day existence…
you cannot transform yourself nor the world around you

we are blessed to have a master like 
because he has accepted women into the movement of sannyas 

for the first time a master has accepted women totally
not only has he accepted women into the movement of sannyas
but he has raised the divineness of women

unless we understand womanhood
their mystical presence and the feminine grace and creativity
we cannot move upward
osho is the first master to accept women totally
with such beauty and grace
that no living buddha compares to his sannyas

he has given you utter 
to live your life just the way you want
you do not need to leave the world and escape to the mountains
you do not need to leave your wife and children

osho freedom
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somebody was asking me today
that according to the vedic way of sannyas
you have to give up the world

we do not give up anything
we add more to it
we add more beauty to this world
we add a dance to the world
we add our love to the world
we add our compassion to the world
we do not want to run from the world
we are the world…we are here to live

and we do not deny anything
we are not here to deny but to accept               
sannyas is total acceptance of the world
live sannyas in the world
it is far more difficult than escaping to the mountains
it is a test in the world
can you love here ?
can you live here ?
can you spread your joy here ?
then you have achieved sannyas of the world
no escapea total acceptance
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remember

his blessing

each seeker is like you…also seeking
if you have compassion in your heart
and if you can feel your inner journey
you will feel for the other being too
and whenever you see somebody wearing a mala
it will remind you of your own journey
and something will connect to that person

it is not only an outer symbol
something has touched deep in your heart
a deep remembrance of our beloved master
and this great gift he has given to us
this mala is so sacred

treasure your mala
it is of deep significance
and you will realise the beauty of sannyas
it is the ultimate mystery of osho

whenever i see a mala my heart starts dancing
it reminds me of my master
his blessing 
his promise
your search
your promise to yourself
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each day
Sannyas is one of the most beautiful sacred moments 

in a seeker’s life
an occasion of pure truth
pure emptiness

a divine space
where you are no more
the master is no more
just two pure emptinesses
dancing in this celebration

a new celebration 
each day a new day to be grateful 
and to surrender to this beautiful existence
a deep surrender to our most beloved master osho
in deep gratitude for so much that he has given to us
for so much depth and love he is continuously showering on us
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just dance and celebrate and see what happens
see where it leads you
why sit and meditate ?
just dance and celebrate !
celebrate…celebrate…celebrate…
and this peak of celebration will drown you into the state of meditation
from the sky the rain will descend 
and you will be showered with it

dance just dancethis is the only answer
dance and be total till you dissolve 
you are no more…

and what will remain is this beautiful presence 
showering upon you
so we are going to dance 
and tomorrow we are going to dance
and everyday we are going to dance 
that is the only way i know…

when your hearts are beating and dancing
these rays of love are going to spread throughout the universe
it will touch each and every sannyasin everywhere in the world
and everybody will feel this love flowing into them
so keep gathering this stillness 
and let it explode into a greater celebration

just dance totally and see…
how you melt and merge 
if nothing happens dance again tomorrow
if nothing happens dance again
if nothing happens dance again 
i do not know any other way
just dance…dance…dance…till you simply disappear
get drunk and go to sleep…wake up fresh and dance again

ecstasy!begin from the peak and then settle into stillness
why sit and wait for enlightenment ?
we are dancers in 
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what does it mean 
   to take sannyas ?pure love

i just want to disappear
i have seen this mans eyes and something draws me to him
the unknown beckons…so i am going to dive
and this mala is going to remind me of this utter madness

leave the mystery open
we are not here to make any meaning in life
even if you get the meaning what you will do with the meaning ?

no meaning…
let us drop all meaning

not even searching for meaning
just pure love…divine madness
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is the greatest gift given to us by osho
you heard about it…you have read about it…
now it is time to live it…

sannyas transforms
now you have decided…enough is enough
time to dance your buddha nature
that is the greatest moment in your life

this decision of sannyas if taken deeply transforms you instantly…
receiving sannyas the master looks at you
and takes you into his being
and you can just relax and float and wait for your rebirth…
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sannyas

paradise

is the ultimate freedom
and a declaration of freedom to be yourself…
to live and let everybody live their lives totally

we are very blessed
to receive sannyas from osho
totally unconditional
accepting you exactly the way you are
not creating any conditions
none
total acceptance
into this buddhafield of bhagwan

no rejection
in the past sannyas was given to men only
and with many conditions…
leave your home…
leave your family…
leave your life…
osho sannyas is total freedom
a total acceptance of everything in life as it is 
and shows you how you can transform your world into 
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may love spread in your heart and in everybody’s heart
keep spreading your love…your light…your celebration…your dance
life is a leela…a divine celebration

stillness
silence

celebration

do not forget 
keep remembering
stillness
silence
celebration
deeper stillness
deeper silence
deeper celebration
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buddhafield

you

truth

you are connected to this whole buddhafield of truth
it is a vast experience
and this body will fall
but your sannyas
that remembrance of your being will remain
and the day you will reach home
you will realise millions of angels are singing your welcome

are connected to all those beautiful individuals 
who are searching the truth
and i mean all different paths
whether they are christians
whether they are muslims
whether they are hindus
whether they are buddhist
truth is
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utterly mad

drowned in this madness 
of love and life and celebration of bhagwan 
so beautiful to have this possibility not to know

this whole weight of knowledge is going to kill you
just say i do not know anything
i am 

just see the beauty of i do not know…how beautiful
how light it makes you…that you do not know anything
can you see the eyes of a child…i know nothing
so beautiful…it leaves you weightless
it simply leaves all the tension…
i need to know…i need to prove…i need to be…i do need to improve…
drop the whole rubbish
say…i am utterly mad…i do not know anything…
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sannyas is a great inner adventure
no conditions…nothing that you need to be…no guilt
in sannyas you are accepted totally as you are 

adventureinner
all you need to learn is how to accept your own totality
sannyas is a total acceptance of yourself…just the way you are
you do not need to change anything…it is utter freedom
you need to receive it to understand its joy
and the moment you receive sannyas
something within you joins energetically…spiritually 
to millions of seekers on this inner journey
who have been here before…who are here today
and who will always be…
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is a mother…
a big hara...like a womb…
a vastness floating in the sky
you are one with it…

the master
remember one thing
i do not give sannyas
my hands are too small
i simply watch the miracle
i do not do anything
you do not do anything
you cannot receive it and it cannot be given to you…

the moment you will come home 
you will understand 
that you already had it
all the master did is to help you disappear

so i do not give sannyas
i do not give anything
i have stopped giving…
nothing to give…nothing to receive
strange ?
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today celebrate we have so many reasons to celebrate
and today is the greatest celebration possible
there is no celebration greater than sannyas

is a very special day
every day is special if you can celebrate it
the whole message of our beloved master osho is to celebrate
just celebrating…celebrating…celebrating
every day find some reason to celebrate
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this is an atomic lab…an inner laboratory for mystics…
we come together…dance together…celebrate together…peak together…stop together…
one pool of energy
each one here is contributing something beautiful
nobody here is less…nobody here is more
each one is so unique…
each one has brought so many treasures from many far away places
this is the sangham 

gachchhamisharanam 
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the message is very simple…very innocent
and all you need to learn is how to taste it
how to dissolve into it

dissolve

awakening
the greatest door of awakening…
the greatest mystic…
is simply innocent…not knowing anything at all
just a state of innocence
and the sky looks upon that beautiful being 
and showers whatever it can into this open window
there is no hindrance…just an open awakening
and the whole sky mysteriously descends
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silent

this

existence is silent
it is the master who awakens you 

with his presence and his love
and it is for the people on the path

without the people on the path there is no truth
it is this seeking and this searching
these beautiful disciples of the master
that creates this magic
this miracle of sannyasmagic

this sannyas unites you 
and bridges you with all seekers of truth
whichever way…whichever form…
wherever…however they are searching
this is the mystery of sannyas

we are going to welcome some beautiful travellers of light
beings of light…buddhas
and this connects you to this vast universe of seekers on the inner search
you are not alone
all seekers of the past…
those who are present…
and those of the future…
all searching their eternity
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is such a mystery
everything fails

no struggle…nothing 
just a let go 

a deep surrender
and the river will find the ocean
no need to struggle
the greatest way to reach the ocean is surrender
and the trust that life will lead you to more life…
to more life…and to the ocean
and you are the ocean

sannyas

the journey
this is the meaning of sannyas
a deep remembrance that you are the ocean

and this journey is pure ecstasy 
it is not the goal
but the journey itself

and the river moves left and the river moves right
it is just moving towards the ocean
and that is the promise that you are the ocean 
that you will reach
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sannyas is such a deep mystery
it is not of this world
it looks like it is happening here
beings of light are watching us here now
and they are offering their silent presence…
their compassion and light is pouring on you

sannyas

mystery
whenever you are searching
all the masters come to your help
because that is their compassion and their way of living
they are searching you in your thirst
the master is no one but you in your utter fulfilment
then you are not yourself
but one with this universal consciousness
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thirsty for truth
if you are thirsty for truth remember the other is also thirsty for truth
if you are searching for love remember the other is also searching for love
you will become more sensitive to whosoever you meet
and they will wonder who you are

all you can do is raise your hands and say
this is my beloved master’s love 
i am filled with so much that all i can do is share it with you
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between the society and the sannyasin…there is simply no connection
the sannyasin is not the body or mind or part of any collective society
he is not even part of humanity !
he is beyond…

he walks the eternal journey…
he searches truth and the door to truth is love
the door to truth has no conditions
you were not given conditions
you were given life unconditionally
you were given a body without any authority from society

society has not given you even your finger nail 
society is controlling the individual who has love
they control you…they dominate you…and make you into a robot
that type of love is a business…a compromise…
so that they can control and dominate you

the sannyasin
is not part of any society
he does not live by rules and regulations
and does not barter his love in exchange for any commodity
his love is pure fire
unaddressed…with no condition…
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bowing
sannyas

gratitude

it expands you
the master is pure existence
surrendering to his feet
the whole existence understands it
and rushes to you

in my experience bowing to my master
has been the most blessed experience for me
just to be able to bow deeply in totality
is such a vastness
is such grace

we are very fortunate to be here
to be able to celebrate masters day
and also a new celebration…welcoming new sannyasins
it is such a joy to bring new people
who can celebrate and rejoice in their light

sannyas is nothing but gratitude towards life
going into the flow of life
dancing with life in totality
just a remembrance…i am a dancing being of light
what more could you want ?
just this experience of truth and aliveness
one can be surrendered in deep gratitude
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each person receiving sannyas
enters a new universe of experiencessannyas

energyall the flavours of meditation
are experienced in gratitude
in harmony
in surrender       
in acceptance
with an opening heart
all these are the experiences of sannyas

is far deeper than meditation
it is such a deep opening
the vibrations of these moments touch you very deeply

not only are you experiencing the joy and the depth
and the beauty and the bliss and the tears
you are also connecting to the millions of sannyasins worldwide

in sannyas you connect to all the sannyasins in the world
it is one buddhafield of 
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sannyas

universedivine
so many spiritual seekers in the sky
your sannyas connects you to all those beautiful seekers in the universe
your sannyas connects you to all the buddhas…
to all the beings of light who are seeking
in the past
in the present
in the future

you have to be utterly mad to take sannyas
because sannyas is not of this body
it is not this body…this mind…
your sannyas is a mystery beyond mysteries
it is you connecting to this 
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remember
oneness

you will come and you will go
sannyas is the learning of how not to come and how not to go
and i can say to you
sannyas is the ultimate journey

sannyas is not only a symbol from the outer 
but a deep inner oneness with your silent being
a remembrance of your eternity

the meaning of sannyas is remembering your eternal journey
it is the greatest pilgrimage
this treasure of sannyas will remain with you
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freedom

share
so it is up to each one of us to live our lives totally…
to celebrate and live sensitively…
and to share our love wherever we go

osho’s sannyas has given you so much freedom
because he respects and trusts your inner being

he knows that you are an intelligent being of light
he accepts you with no conditions…no judgements
a total acceptance of you…just as you are
this form of sannyas has never existed before
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to receive sannyas is to grow your wings 
through this heap of weight and fly  
weightless…with no fear 
you do not need to possess to be
disappear and you possess the whole
you are the whole
no need to grab
no need to hold
the sky is yours
open your hands and you are the sky
simply surrendering into this universe

the whole
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sannyas is a 
a great miracle…
i call sannyas the miracle of love
this sannyas our beloved master osho has offered to those blessed people
just a single taste of it and you will not know what it is
you will not know anything
but something within you will ignite
something within you will become light

remembrance

so mysterious
it will enter so deep within you
you will not know what it is
and you need not know what it is
you simply go with the river
and the river will reach the ocean
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no master has accepted women so openly
with so much grace and beauty
all the religions of the world denied sannyas for women 
even today…twentieth century !
buddhists do not accept sannyas for women 
hindus do not accept sannyas for women
why women have been denied sannyas ?osho

yes to women

osho is the greatest master ever
not only he accepted women…he has loved them
he has raised them to where they belong 
he has created a new universe for women
his sannyas is extraordinary
it is a yes to women
an absolute yes to women !
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share your love
do not be greedy and miserly
share your love totally

let the world say what they want to say
you share what you have within you

and this is the promise of sannyas
live your life totally and share your life totally

make your life a celebration
and the masters are always watching
they always watch you when you celebrate and share

and once you know the secret
the moment you share you are not present but the master is present
and all the buddhas are present 

remember you are supported
not only by existence but by all the buddhas
so celebrate your blessing
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buddham 
sangham

dhammam

you need to remember these three sacred bows
buddham sharanam gachchhami
i bow to the feet of the master

sangham sharanam gachchhami
i bow to the feet of the commune of the master
each and every sannyasin
wherever you are 
you are in the same caravanserai
we are in the commune of the master
sangham sharanam gachchhami
we strengthen each and every fellow traveler with our love
our openness 
our overflowing abundance

dhammam sharanam gachchhami
i bow to the ultimate truth of the master

sangham sharanam gachchhami
if we cannot fulfil togetherness amongst each other

how we expect to reach the ultimate ?
we have to have a vast vision of openness…of rejoicing 
seeing the vision our master has laid before us
we have a vaster dream to live for
sangham sharanam gachchhami
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tonight is priceless
you will carry home with you a beautiful experience of love
of togetherness…of oneness
let us all dance and celebrate masters day today
in the presence of osho
our beloved master osho

oneness

again and again
this is a beautiful gathering tonight
we welcome the new sannyasins
and a few who are taking their sannyas again
always take sannyas again
again and again…say yes to existence
again and again…find ways to surrender
it is always again and again…anything to celebrate
when you will dance and celebrate with them
something in you also will awaken
and their celebration will enter into your heart

we are not separate
when you are open
you will feel the joy and celebration of each new sannyasin
and these are rare experiences 
to share your light and your love in a world like today
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this is the greatest gift osho has given to us
it connects…heart to heart…being to being
fellow traveller to fellow traveller
it connects and strengthens
this ocean of love
of bhagwans buddhafield

gift journey
you cannot walk alone
it is a long and deep journey
it is easier with so many beautiful friends
all in deep togetherness

your journey becomes ecstatic
just these few people gathered together
they uplift your heart
you can feel their love
their commitment too
it is a journey hand in hand together
a vast caravanserai of osho’s love
it is so beautiful this sannyas
so juicy
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he is here !
i am here !
a sannyasin should drop the past and live in the present 
always stay young…always stay open…
always available…vulnerable…
bowing down…surrendered…dancing
the inner vision focused above 

always

rightnow…

keep yourself fresh and anew
i am still fresh 
daily i take sannyas inside of me

i always bow down
i take sannyas in this moment…right now…
if today i can take a bath i will take a bath everyday…
i did not take sannyas in the past
with the master one does not live in the past

and let others do want they want…it is their wish !
we live…our way…we do what we want
let them do what they want

do not worry about others
you worry about your own journey
we are not here the judge others
everybody should have the freedom
it is their freedom
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do not make any judgments…it makes you small
do not make anybody else small either
see the beauty in your fellow travellers
whatsoever they are…they are beautiful
give them a hand…give them your love
let them express and you will see
you are becoming a vehicle of love
that is the message of our master
grow and let people grow
share your dance and dance with others
life is very short
celebrate

enlightenment
every sannyasin is enlightened
a celebrant…a buddha
just declare it to yourself 
never underestimate yourself
understand who you are…your inner reality
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nothing

unconditional

like this adventure exists in this world
you can go to the moon…you can climb the everest
but what is the use if you have not gone inward ?

who are you ?
you do not even know yourself !
travelling to the moon and to mount everest ?
and you cannot dive six feet into your own inner being
sannyas is one of the most mysterious adventures
and we are so fortunate that our beloved master osho 
has set no conditions
his sannyas is totally 
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dance your way to god
celebrate your livingness
rejoice that you are living this beautiful life
and there is no other way than to express it in your dance
there is no way to express your gratitude 
but in your surrender and sannyas

goddance
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ecstasy
sky dancers

            when they die they will die at the very heightened peak
      dancing their way upwards…
we are sky dancers !
  

dance your way through death…
just keep laughing and dancing
even death will be afraid of you !

so much life in sannyasins !
so much ecstasy and celebration !
that even death will be afraid…

sannyasins die in pure 
because they have learned those moments
       and those moments have become eternal
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nothing happens!
all happening comes to a stop
and you are perfect

what happens in sannyas ?

is dropping everything that you have
everything that you know
you become totally lost
you set aside 
this body…this mind…this emotion…

you are perfect when everything stops
and nothing is meant to happen
sannyas is the end of dreaming
it is the ultimate…beyond the dream and the awakening
sannyas is an awakening to the present totality of your 
being herenow
everything disappears…nothing happens
and you loose everything !

sannyas
and that state…the buddha within you…
receives the ultimate treasure
a remembrance of you is sannyas
you simply remember…
aha…i do not need to be
i am
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not knowing is innocence
and innocence contains all that is worth knowing
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it is pure innocence
that of a child…just giggling and laughing
and you can see in the eyes of the child 
the light and the beauty and the bubbling of life…so pure…
this is where we belong…
we are sannyasins…so pure…

search your inner innocence
not knowing is such a beauty
who wants to know ?
when you are dancing and celebrating
do you want to know the way to truth ?
you do not search anything…
you are it in that moment
you are drinking and celebrating…
who cares what is truth ?
you are truth itself 
and truth is nothing but life expressing itself in totality
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when the disciple is ready the master appears
he has always been there 
he has always been watching
but you were not ready

disciple
master

when the disciple is ready the master descends…
he is present…
you are searching this mystery 
you need to dive in and you will know
it does not matter how long the journey
you are now in a mystery school
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the inner pull will come
you will not know why…what is the reason…
you just want to die…it is so overwhelming
the moth is flying…the candle is burning
it knows it is going to die but the light is so pulling
and the moth is dancing around the light
and the flame is burning
the moth goes into the flame…burns and dies
sheer madness !
absolute death !
insanity !
that is the real explanation
the moth and the flame !

madness!
just die !

just fall out of the mind
do not make any sense out of this
just dive into the unknown
do not make any sense out of sannyas
it is senseless madness

no need to understand what is going to happen
be utterly mad !
if nothing happens it does not matter 
you enjoyed these moments of madness
but at least you did it !
you had the courage…
you leaped into the flame
burn and see if you are consumed or you are still present
at least you will pass through this fire
something is bound to transmutate within you
you can never be the same
never !!

the word mauth in hindi is like moth
mauth means death…moth and mauth…
the moth is searching for death

what is the process of taking sannyas ?
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life is 
and the gift of life is so mysterious
this sannyas is a declaration
that i will live my life totally
with a deep gratitude
for whatsoever i have been given by existence
and a deep bow and a deep surrender to our master osho
a deep bow and surrender to all our friends

it is an eternal evening
the day you will realise
this moment will come in front of you
the moment you receive sannyas
you are not present
but the whole is pouring its blessing on you so preciouseternal wherever they may be…wherever they are…we are one

and a deep bow to existence
for giving us this beautiful life and this opportunity
that we can search our ultimate glory
and share it with all we meet
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do not think that i am giving sannyas
i also watch…in wonder…this great happening of sannyas !
we always celebrate
those who know the secret
they know 
the mala is a chain…
a big chain of love around your neck
now start crying !
after that…this chain will be around your neck
what to do…love is love…
the  mala is a chain of love around your neck
until you dissolve into it
until your heart beats in oneness…
and you are gone

chain of love
in wonder
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ultimately mad !
sannyasins are ultimately mad !
so mad…utterly drunk with the divine…
you cannot think 
all thoughts simply fail when you see a drunk mad person
what can you say to such person ?
nothing…
he is so drunk…he is so mad
what to say ?
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is one of the most beautiful days
even for me…
such a beautiful opportunity
to remember my own sannyas

today

of our master
a beautiful gathering
celebrating and dancing
taking the inner journey

the dream
the whole world is doing and becoming
and here you are…sitting by the river

you will move on
but one day you will remember
this beautiful occasion
this beautiful river flowing
such abundant nature
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hearts
your sannyas is a calling
towards all the millions of seekers in this universe 
and it is watched by all the masters
that here comes another being of light
thirsty…sincere…a miracle is beginning to happen 
it is sending your message to them…saying…i am at your door

you are joining 
you are joining your being 
to this vast existence of beautiful seekers
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drop the mind

love yourself

all this knowledge…all this weight…
disappear into the mystery of life
just put your whole inner being…
in deep gratitude…towards this whole existence
open your eyes
just let go

no more struggle to be…to become
just accept yourself
perfectly the way you are
sannyas is learning to love yourself
it is trusting your inner voice
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is the way of the 
we are not beggars
not even for enlightenment…
enlightenment can beg you…
you are so available…
you are so beautiful…so silent…so still…
no demands…no questions…

emperor

home

when enlightenment comes to you just look the other way
say…no no…not now…tomorrow…
today i am too lazy for this experience…it is too much…
i just want to sleep today…                                                                
say maybe but tomorrow i will consider about it

please do not run after anything…not even after god
god comes to you like a magnet because you are home
you are relaxed…you are open…not searching
you are perfect for that experience to flower
it will simply flower…
because there is no struggle…you are 
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sannyas is a deep inner trust with existence
you have made a conscious decision
that now i will connect to the whole
i will not isolate myself from the whole
my sannyas is going to take me back home

existence

the whole
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see what is possible with sharing 
in total freedom for the other
allow the others to be the way they are
let them take their time to grow
they are afraid of love
give them time to absorb it
love is so difficult to absorb
you have been hurt so many times
so when you receive love you close

share allowsannyasins need to learn how to 
it is not about yourself
it is about you spreading into everybody
and remember again everybody is a sannyasin
you see how many people have joined here ?
each one of you has a big heart to share

just share love and you will see their eyes are responding
their whole being responds
you are searching freedom 
and truth is the ultimate freedom
live in freedom and allow the others total freedom
freedom is important to you
so allow the other to be free
what you want for yourself give it to the other…

you are just the way you are
you need time to grow 
and that is why we are in this journey of life
by accepting yourself 
you learn to accept the others too
never judge your weaknesses
feel your strength
see the others strength too
and ignore their weaknesses
the strength is so strong 
that the weaknesses disappear like shadows

the others space and time to accept your love
be gentle with whomsoever you meet 

and be gentle with yourself
be gentle with yourself and stop judging yourself
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the journey

stillness

each person is a sannyasin
each person is seeking
do not be miserly 
the moment you share your love with strangers
you will open your heart and they will wonder 
what you are giving me so silently ?
and they will come to you
they are all thirsty and hungry
so whenever you meet somebody 
share your deepest stillness and silence as a radiation 
sharing your love you will grow 
it is all about your growth
and what you do with this life

we are very few people in this world
each one has to contribute and share their celebration and love
you will grow…the other will grow and life is all about growth
understand the beauty in you and the light in you
you can feel your pain…why can you not feel the pain in anybody you meet ?
we are all human
know yourself deeply

of sannyas is remembering your silent stillness 
sharing your love to each and everyone you meet
it is in your hands
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and his rebellion is in his inner growth
the rebellion of sannyas is to awaken your own inner fire
we never interfere into other peoples freedom
a sannyasin never interferes with anybody's freedom

we are here to grow our own inner consciousness
and the fire of rebellion is to be used consciously for inner growth
sannyas is the ultimate adventure of your own inner fire
we are not converting anybody
and that is the grace and respect we give to others

what is sannyas ?
a total rebel!

the moment you interfere with others
you are reducing that persons freedom
and the moment you reduce somebody else’s freedom
know perfectly well that you are destroying your own freedom too
big fish eat small fish
some bigger fish will eat you one day

such a great rainbow…the whole sky !
ultimate freedom…a sannyasin is a rebel
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i welcome each sannyasin from the bottom of my heart
wherever you may be
everywhere 
we are one
tonight this sannyas celebration will be felt by all around the world

each and every sannyasin…asleep or awake…
they will feel the ripples of our dance
they will feel our joy
they may not know where it is coming from
it is coming from the new  seekers who are diving inward

it is a blessed moment
your sannyas is the greatest treasure
the greatest seeking
there is no greater treasure than receiving sannyas from our beloved master

heart

blessed
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you need to discover that inner drug…illumination
and it is simple…it is your very birthright
existence has given it to you as a gifta gift

that is the search…the greatest search
and this very simple ordinary finding
makes you laugh…sing…dance…celebrate
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we have our beautiful master…osho
he is helping us…mirroring us…guiding us step by step
each and every day
sannyas is a reminder

if we can keep this remembrance alive
we will surely reach
when we dive into our inner beings
and celebrate this great celebration of life
he is always waiting and watching

each one of us climbs step by step to the highest peaks
he is waiting for us to reach
we have to renew our commitment to our friends…to ourselves
to support each and every traveler on the way
with whatsoever we have 
we have to share with them

whatsoever we have 
it has been given to us by osho
it is our promise to share his love…with our fellow travellers
if we cannot share this love…this joy 
and we cannot support each and every sannyasin
then we have not walked the path
we are not living his dream
it is not his heartbeat

osho

heartbeat
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individual

the buddha

they do not owe you anything
even if you are giving your love to somebody
it is out of freedom
if that person accepts your love 
be grateful that somebody received it
people are not ready to receive your love everywhere
a sannyasin has to be deeply sensitive
and that sensitivity is the buddha awakening in you
it is not otherwise
that you become sensitive and you will become a buddha
that sensitivity…is the buddha awakening…its expression of light

just a pure
seeking silently his inner being
and whatsoever comes as a radiation
is just a natural flowing out towards others
with no conditions
and when it reaches others 
you will be grateful that they have received
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is a remembrance of yourself
and a great gift given to us by our master osho
an enlightened compassionate buddha
who has accepted each individual perfectly the way he is

the mala
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excerpts from sannyas celebrations
worldtours 2008 - 2010
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to view these sannyas videos click on the images to see the sannyas pictures click on the images 

spain
sansebastian

may 2009

austria
vienna
jul 2010

holland
amsterdam

apr 2009

italy
ancona
jun 2009

spain
sansebastian

may 2010

holland 
amsterdam

jul 2010

spain
sant cugat
jun 2010

spain
sils

jun 2010

portugal
lisbon

sep 2010

portugal
castelo 

sep 2010

europe

russia
novosibirsk

jul 2008

russia
ekaterinburg

jul 2009

russia
ekaterinburg

jun 2008

russia
novosibirsk

jun 2009

russia
moscow
jul 2008

russia
samara
jul 2009

russia
baikal

jun 2009

russia
krasnoyarsk

jun 2009

russia
moscow
jul 2009

russia

khajuraho
dec 2008

jabalpur
dec 2008

nagpur
mar 2009

mehrauli
nov 2009

kuchwada
nov 2009

jabalpur
sep 2009

nagpur
sep 2010

swargdwar
dec 2009

india

new petrivei
aug 2010

pusha voditsa
aug 2010

karpaty
aug 2010

black sea
aug 2010

ukraine

tulum
may 2010

chiapas
may 2010

quintana roo
may 2010

mexico

riga
sep 2010

latvia

http://vimeo.com/34062083
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLXUHaw3GAo
http://vimeo.com/34375592
http://vimeo.com/29773384
http://vimeo.com/34147436
http://vimeo.com/29732772
http://vimeo.com/29717893
http://vimeo.com/34359459
http://vimeo.com/29727396
http://vimeo.com/30468737
http://vimeo.com/29778814
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vAFh4_O3K-E
http://vimeo.com/34278586
http://vimeo.com/29828518
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7xv2jzTZTw
http://www.ozenrajneesh.com/ozenrajneesh/sannyas_europe.html
http://www.ozenrajneesh.com/ozenrajneesh/sannyas_ukraine.html
http://www.ozenrajneesh.com/ozenrajneesh/sannyas_mexico.html
http://www.ozenrajneesh.com/ozenrajneesh/sannyas_latvia.html
http://www.ozenrajneesh.com/ozenrajneesh/sannyas_india.html
http://www.ozenrajneesh.com/ozenrajneesh/sannyas_russia.html
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